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ALGEBRAIC REPRESENTATION OF DUAL SCALAR PRODUCTS AND
STABILIZATION OF SADDLE POINT PROBLEMS
SILVIA BERTOLUZZA
Abstract. We provide a systematic way to design computable bilinear forms which, on the
class of subspaces W˚ Ď V 1 that can be obtained by duality from a given finite dimensional
subspace W of an Hilbert space V , are spectrally equivalent to the scalar product of V 1.
In the spirit of [2, 3], such a bilinear form can be used to build a stabilized discretization
algorithm for the solution of an abstract saddle point problem allowing to decouple, in the
choice of the discretization spaces, the requirements related to the approximation from the
inf-sup compatibility condition, which, as we show, can not be completely avoided.
1. Introduction
We are interested in problems of the form
(1.1) find pu5, p5q P V ˆH such that
apu5, vq ´ bpp5, vq ` bpq, u5q “ 〈F, v〉` 〈G, q〉 @pv, qq P V ˆH,
where V and H are given Hilbert spaces, a : V ˆ V Ñ R, b : H ˆ V Ñ R are two bounded
bilinear forms, and F P V 1, G P H1 the given data. Equations in this form arise when using
a Lagrange multiplier approach for the solution of constrained optimization problems and
can be encountered in many application areas, in fields such as engineering, mathematical
physics, numerical analysis, just to name a few. It is well known that the discretization
of such problems requires either a careful choice of the approximation spaces, that need to
satisfy a sometimes restrictive inf-sup condition (often referred to as LBB or Ladyzhenskaya-
Babuska-Brezzi condition), or the introduction of some form of regularization [8]. More
precisely, assuming, for the sake of simplicity, that the bilinear form a is coercive on V, the
well posedness of this class of problem relies on the validity of the inf-sup condition
(1.2) inf
pPH
sup
vPV
bpp, vq
~p~ }v} ě β ą 0,
where ~ ¨ ~ and } ¨ } denote, respectively, the norms of H and V. Unfortunately, the validity
of condition (1.2) is not automatically inherited by generic finite dimensional subspaces of V
and H, and it is well known that, when considering the Galerkin discretization of a problem
in this case, if these are not properly chosen, a stability problem may arise.
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This happens, more in general, for a wider class of equations that fall in the abstract uni-
fying framework considered in [2, 8], where a stabilization approach is proposed for problems
that can be written in the form
(1.3) find u P V such that apu,vq “ 〈F ,v〉 @v P V ,
where V is a given Hilbert space endowed with the norm } ¨ }V , F a given functional in V 1
and where a : V ˆ V Ñ R is a continuous, non negative bilinear form satisfying the double
condition
(1.4) inf
vPV
sup
wPV
apv,wq
}v}V }w}V ě α0 ą 0 and supvPV apv,wq ą 0, @w P V ,
which is sufficient for ensuring the well posedness of (1.3). Letting A : V Ñ V 1, As : V Ñ V 1
and Aa : V Ñ V 1 respectively denote the linear operator induced by the bilinear form a,
and its symmetric and antisymmetric part,
〈Av,w〉 “ apv,wq, @w P V,
〈Asv,w〉 “ apv,wq ` apw,vq
2
, 〈Aav,w〉 “ apv,wq ´ apw,vq
2
, @w P V ,
we can consider the following equivalent formulation of (1.3):
(1.5) find u P V such that apu,vq ` γpAu,AtvqV 1 “ 〈F ,v〉` γpF ,AtvqV 1 @v P V
where t P R is a scalar parameter, arbitrary but fixed (usually assuming value in the set
{-1,0,1}), At is defined as
(1.6) At “ Aa ` tAs,
γ is a positive constant, and where p¨, ¨qV 1 denotes the scalar product in V 1. The following
theorem holds [2].
Theorem 1.1. Assume that for all v P V we have apv,vq ě 0, and that (1.4) holds. Then
for any t P R there exists γ0ptq ą 0 such that for all γ Ps0, γ0ptqr it holds that
(1.7) apv,vq ` γpAv,AtvqV 1 ě βγ}v}2V ,
with βγ ą 0 depending on t and γ.
Problem (1.5) falls then back in the class of coercive problems, and can then be safely
discretized by a Galerkin method on any chosen finite dimensional discretization space Vh.
Of course, discretizing Problem (1.5) requires numerically evaluating the scalar product
for V 1, which might be difficult and/or expensive, and in [2], the authors introduce Problem
(1.5) with the aim of giving a unified interpretation to a class of stabilized methods (in-
cluding Streamline Upwind Petrov Galerkin (SUPG, [11]) and Galerkin Least Squares (GLS,
[14])), by interpreting the corresponding stabilization term as a way of mimicking the term
pAv,AtvqV 1, by replacing the scalar product for V 1 with a mesh dependent scalar product
with the correct scaling. However, the idea of using the scalar product p¨, ¨qV 1 (or a spec-
trally equivalent bilinear form) in designing stabilized methods has already been explored
in different contexts, numerically realizing the dual scalar product by resorting to wavelets
[5, 6, 4], to preconditioners for the stiffness matrix relative to a coercive bilinear form on
V (usually the Sobolev space H1 [9, 10, 1]), by locally approximating the inversion of the
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Riesz operator in a suitably enriched space (as it happens, for instance, in the Discontinuous
Petrov Galerkin mehod [12, 13]).
The aim of the present paper is to provide a systematic way to design computable bilinear
forms which are, on given finite dimensional spaces, spectrally equivalent to the scalar prod-
uct p¨, ¨qV 1 , to be used as a tool for designing stabilized methods for saddle point problems.
2. Equivalent inner product for dual space
Let V be a Hilbert space, V 1 its dual, with p¨, ¨q and p¨, ¨q˚ respectively denoting the
scalar products for V and for V 1 and with 〈¨, ¨〉 denoting the duality between V 1 and V. Let
} ¨ } “ p¨, ¨q1{2 denote the norm for V and } ¨ }˚ “ p¨, ¨q1{2˚ the norm for V 1.
Let W Ă V be a finite dimensional subspace, endowed with a basis B “ ten, n “
1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , Nu. Let P : V Ñ W be a bounded linear projector, and let P ˚ : V 1 Ñ W ˚, with
W ˚ “ ℑpP ˚q Ă V 1, denote its adjoint, which is itself a projector. The following proposition
holds.
Proposition 2.1. There exists a basis B˚ “ tηn, n “ 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , Nu for the space W ˚ which
verifies a biorthogonality property of the form
(2.1) 〈ηn, eℓ〉 “ δn,ℓ, 1 ď n, ℓ ď N.
Moreover for all u P V, ζ P V 1 we have
(2.2) Pu “
Nÿ
n“1
〈ηn, u〉en, P
˚ζ “
Nÿ
n“1
〈ζ, en〉ηn,
where the first part of (2.2) is an identity in V and the second an identity in V 1.
Proof. As W is finite dimensional, and as all norms on finite dimensional spaces are equiv-
alent, we know that there exist two positive constants 0 ă c ď C such that for all elements
v “ řNn“1 vnen we have
(2.3) c}v} ď
Nÿ
n“1
|vn| ď C}v}.
As P is bounded, this implies that for each n the functional which maps a function w P V
to the coefficient wn in the development of Pw “
řN
n“1wnen with respect to the basis B
is linear and bounded, and then, by the Riesz’s representation Theorem, there exists an
element ηn such that wn “ 〈ηn, w〉 for all w P V. As P is a projector, we easily verify that
(2.1) and the first equality in (2.2) hold. Furthermore, we have that for ζ P V 1 and w P V,
by the definition of the adjoint
〈P ˚ζ, w〉 “ 〈ζ, Pw〉 “ 〈ζ,
Nÿ
n“1
〈ηn, w〉en〉 “
Nÿ
n“1
〈ζ, en〉〈ηn, w〉 “ 〈
Nÿ
n“1
〈ζ, en〉ηn, w〉.
As this identity holds for all w P V, the second equality in (2.2) is also proven. 
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Remark 2.2. The space W ˚ depends on the projector P . Proposition 2.1 gives us then a
class of bases of finite dimensional subspaces W ˚ Ă V 1, one for each bounded linear projector
P : V ÑW . Remark that the constants c and C in the norm equivalence (2.3) do generally
depend on the projector P and on the basisB. However the actual value of the two constants
does not play a role in the identities (2.1) and (2.2).
Remark 2.3. Among the possible projectors P , we have the orthogonal projector, defined as
Pu PW, pPu, wq “ pu, wq for all w PW.
For such a choice we have W ˚ “ Φ´1pW q, where Φ : V 1 Ñ V is the Riesz operator, which,
we recall, is defined by
pΦη, wq “ 〈η, w〉 for all w P W,
(by the Riesz’s representation theorem such an operator is an isomorphism between V and
V 1). Letting G “ pgnkq denote the Gramian matrix
G “ pgnkq, gnk “ pen, ekq,
the basis B˚ is then defined as
ηn “
Nÿ
i“1
bniΦ
´1peiq, with the matrix B “ pbnkq defined by B “ G´1.
From now on we will make use of the following notational convention: we will use ro-
man letters for the elements of W and greek letters for the elements of W ˚, and for
v “ řNn“1 vnen P W and ζ “ řNn“1 ζnηn P W ˚ we will respectively denote the corresponding
vector of coefficients by #„v “ pvnq P RN and #„ζ “ pζnq P RN . The proof of the following
proposition is straightforward.
Proposition 2.4. For w P W , η PW ˚ we have 〈η, w〉 “ #„η T #„w.
Let now S P RNˆN be a symmetric positive definite matrix, playing the role of a “stiffness”
matrix, and such that the bilinear form defined by
spv, wq “ #„wTS #„v ,
for all v, w PW , satisfies
(2.4) spv, wq ď K‹}v}}w}, spv, vq ě κ‹}v}2,
with K‹, κ‹ positive constants. We will indicate by S the operator S : W Ñ W ˚ defined by
η “ Sw ô #„η “ S #„w.
Proposition 2.5. We have that, for all w PW
}Sw}˚ ď K‹}P }}w}.
with }P } “ supvPV }Pv}{}v}.
Proof. We have, with u “ řNn“1 unen “ Pv and since Sw “ P ˚Sw,
}Sw}˚ “ sup
vPV
〈Sw, v〉
}v} “ supvPV
〈Sw, Pv〉
}v} “ supvPV
#„u TS #„w
}v} ď
K‹}w}}u}
}v} ď K‹}P }}w}.

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We now define a bilinear form rs : W ˚ ˆW ˚ Ñ R as
(2.5) rspη, ζq “ #„η TS´1 #„ζ .
As S´1 is symmetric positive definite, rs is a scalar product on W ˚ that induces on W ˚ a
norm equivalent to } ¨ }˚. More precisely we have the following proposition.
Proposition 2.6. For η, ζ PW ˚ it holds that
(2.6) rspη, ζq ď κ´1‹ }η}˚}ζ}˚, rspη, ηq ě }P }´2K´1‹ }η}2˚.
Proof. As S´1 is positive definite, we have
#„η TS´1
#„
ζ ď
a
#„η TS´1 #„η
b
#„
ζ TS´1
#„
ζ .
We now observe that, with
#„
ξ “ S #„v , we can writea
#„η TS´1 #„η “
#„η TS´1 #„ηa
#„η TS´1 #„η
ď sup
#„
ξ PRN
#„η TS´1
#„
ξb
#„
ξ TS´1
#„
ξ
“ sup
#„v PRN
#„η TS´1S #„v?
#„v TSS´1S #„v
“ sup
#„v PRN
#„η T #„v?
#„v TS #„v
ď κ´1‹ sup
vPW
〈η, v〉
}v} ď κ
´1{2
‹ }η}˚,
where we used Proposition 2.4. The same bound holds for
#„
ζ so that we get the first bound
in (2.6). On the other hand for η P W ˚ we have, with u “ řn unen “ Pv, and using
Proposition 2.4,
}η}˚ “ sup
vPV
〈η, v〉
}v} “ supvPV
〈P ˚η, v〉
}v} “ supvPV
〈η, Pv〉
}v} “ supvPV
#„η T #„u
}v}
“ sup
vPV
pS´1{2 #„η qTS1{2 #„u
}v} ď supvPV
a
#„η TS´1 #„η
?
#„u TS #„u
}v}
ď
a
K‹ sup
vPV
a
#„η TS´1 #„η }Pv}
}v} ď }P }
a
K‹
a
#„η TS´1 #„η .
whence, by squaring, we get the thesis. 
In view of Remark 2.3, if P is chosen to be the orthogonal projection, we have the following
corollary.
Corollary 2.7. For η, ζ P W ˚ “ Φ´1pW q it holds thatrspη, ζq ď κ´1‹ }η}˚}ζ}˚, rspη, ηq ě K´1‹ }η}2˚.
3. Stabilization of saddle point problems
Let us now consider the problem of stabilizing saddle point problems of the form (1.1),
where we use the notation already introduced in Section 1, that is V is as in the previous
section and H denotes a second Hilbert space, endowed with the norm ~ ¨ ~. We make some
quite standard assumption on the two bilinear forms a : V ˆ V Ñ R and b : H ˆ V Ñ R,
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namely, we assume that they respectively satisfy, for α ą 0 and β ą 0 positive constants, a
coercivity property on V
(3.1) apu, uq ě α}u}2, for all u P V,
and a compatibility condition for H and V in the form of the inf-sup condition
(3.2) inf
pPH
sup
vPV
bpp, vq
~p~ }v} ě β.
As already observed, this problem falls in the framework addressed by Theorem 1.1, with
V “ V ˆH and with, for v, w P V and p, q P H
apv, p;w, qq “ apv, wq ` bpq, vq ´ bpp, wq.
We now let U Ă V and Q Ă H denote finite dimensional subspaces. Following the strategy
of [2], in order to obtain a stable discretization of problem (1.1), independently on whether
the spaces U and Q satisfy a compatibility condition (the discrete analogous of (3.2)), we can
apply a Galerkin projection to some equivalent formulation similar to (1.5). As we will see
later on, it is not difficult to realize that, as a is coercive on V, a stable equivalent formulation
of Problem (1.1) is obtained also when replacing the full residual term pAu´F,Atvq˚ (with
u “ pu, pq and v “ pv, qq) with a partial residual, namely pAu ´ Bp ´ F,Bqq˚, where, we
recall, p¨, ¨q˚ denotes the scalar product in V 1. The discretization of (1.1) would then read
(3.3) find pu5h, p5hq P U ˆQ such that aγpu5h, p5h; v, qq “ 〈F, v〉 ` 〈Gγ, q〉 @v, q P U ˆ Q
with
aγpu, p; v, qq “ apu, p; v, qq ´ γpAu´Bp,Bqq˚, 〈Gγ, q〉 “ 〈G, q〉´ γpF,Bqq˚.
Of course, in general, the scalar product p¨, ¨q˚ will not be practically computable and will
have to be replaced by a suitable computable bilinear form. In order to do so, we will take
advantage of the results presented in the previous section. To this aim, we will have to select
an auxiliary finite dimensional subspace W Ă V and a projector P : V Ñ W , and, in the
definition of Problem (3.3), replace the V 1 scalar product with a bilinear form c : V 1ˆV 1 Ñ R
defined as
(3.4) cpη, ζq “ rspP ˚pηq, P ˚pζqq,
where rs is defined by (2.5). It is not difficult to prove that the bilinear form c is continuous,
that is that for all u P V, p, q P H it holds that
(3.5) cpAu´Bp,Bqq ď C‹p}Au}˚ ` }Bp}˚q}Bq}˚ with C‹ “ κ´1‹ }P }.
Of course, to get a control on p, we need cpBq,Bqq to behave as }Bq}2˚ whenever q is in Q.
More precisely, we want the bilinear form c to satisfy an inequality of the following form:
(3.6) cpBq,Bqq ě c‹}Bq}2˚, for all q P Q,
for a positive constant c‹.
We have the following Theorem
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Theorem 3.1. Assume that W is chosen in such a way that (3.6) holds. Then, there exists
γ0 ą 0, independent of U and Q, and depending on W only via the constants c‹ and C‹,
such that, for all γ ă γ0, the bilinear form paγ : V ˆ V Ñ R defined bypaγpu, p; v, qq “ apu, vq ´ bpp, vq ` bpq, uq ´ γcpAu´Bp,Bqq
is coercive on U ˆQ, that is there exists pβγ ą 0 such that:
(3.7) paγpv, q; v, qq ě pβγp}v}2 ` ~q~2q @v P U, q P Q.
Proof. We start by remarking that, as we assumed that Problem (1.1) is well posed, it is not
difficult to prove that there exist two constants pC ě pc ą 0 such that for all v P V and q P H
we have
(3.8) pcp}v}2 ` ~q~2q ď }v}2 ` }Bq}2˚ ď pCp}v}2 ` ~q~2q.
Let us then show that paγpv, q; v, qq controls from above the quantity on the right hand side
of (3.8). We have, for ε ą 0 arbitrary,paγpv, q; v, qq ě α}v}2 ` γc‹}Bq}2˚ ´ γC‹}Bq}˚}Av}˚ ě
α}v}2 ` γpc‹ ´ C‹εq}Bq}2˚ ´ γC‹}Av}2˚{p4εq ě
pα´ γC‹}A}2{p4εqq}v}2 ` γpc‹ ´ C‹εq}Bq}2˚.
Choosing ε “ c‹{p2C‹q “ c‹κ‹{p2}P }q and, subsequently, γ0 “ 2αc‹{p}A}2C2‹q, using (3.8)
we obtain that (3.7) holds for
βγ “ mintγ c‹
2
, α ´ γC
2
‹}A}2
2c‹
upc ą 0.

The following corollary is then not difficult to prove
Corollary 3.2. Under the assumptions of Theorem 3.1, for all γ ă γ0, problem (3.3) ad-
mits a unique solution u5h, p
5
h, and there exists a constant Cγ, independent of U and Q and
depending on W only via the constants c‹ and C‹, such that
}u5 ´ u5h} ` ~p5 ´ p5h~ ď Cγ
ˆ
inf
vPU
}u5 ´ v} ` inf
qPQ
~p5 ´ q~
˙
.
Remark 3.3. In general, the two finite dimensional approximation spaces U , Q, as well as the
auxiliary space W , will depend on a discretization parameter h (such as the meshsize or the
granularity), going to zero as U and Q tend to dense subsets of V and H. The dependence
of all the inequalities on such a parameter (or their independence thereof) is here implicitly
included in the constants appearing in the different assumptions, which, in general, might
(or might not) depend on h and possibly explode or go to zero as h goes to zero. We refer,
in particular, to the constants C‹ and c‹. Whenever the spaces are constructed in such a
way that these constants are independent of h, pβγ is also independent of h. On the other
hand, remark that the constants α, }A}, pc and pC depend on the continuous problem and are
therefore always independent of h.
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Remark 3.4. The coercivity assumption (3.1) allowed us to use the reduced form of the
stabilization proposed in problem (3.3). If, however, the bilinear form a only satisfies the
weaker condition
apv, vq ě α}v}2 for all v P kerBT “ tv P V : bpq, vq “ 0 @q P Hu,
more terms would be needed in order to obtain a stable discrete problem. In particular we
would also need a term to control BTu in the H1 norm. The design of such a term can
be also carried out using the approach introduced in Section 2, and the resulting problem
analyzed by the same arguments used in the analysis of problem (3.3). We preferred not
to address the more general case, both for the sake of simplicity and to show how possible
additional properties of the operators involved (here, the coercivity of a on V as opposed to
the coercivity of a on kerBT Ă V) allow to use reduced stabilization terms.
3.1. The algebraic form of the scalar product. We now face the problem of evaluating
cpAu´Bp,Bqq, for u in U , and p and q in Q. In practice, the quantities that we have direct
access to are the coefficient vectors #„x “ pxkq, #„y “ pyℓq and #„z “ pzℓq of the expansion of,
respectively, u in a given basis BU “ tpek, k “ 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , Ku for U , and p and q in a given basis
BQ “ tqeℓ, ℓ “ 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , Lu for Q:
u “
Kÿ
k“1
xkpek, p “ Lÿ
ℓ“1
yℓqeℓ, q “ Lÿ
ℓ“1
zℓqeℓ.
A simple calculation yields
P ˚pAuq “
Nÿ
n“1
〈Au, en〉ηn “
Nÿ
n“1
˜
Kÿ
k“1
appek, enqxk
¸
ηn,
as well as
P ˚pBpq “
Nÿ
n“1
〈Bp, en〉ηn “
Nÿ
n“1
˜
Lÿ
ℓ“1
bpqeℓ, enqyℓ
¸
ηn.
Letting then A “ pan,kq and B “ pbn,ℓq with
an,k “ appek, enq, bn,ℓ “ bpqeℓ, enq,
it is not difficult to check that
cpAu´Bp,Bqq “ pA #„x ´B #„y qTS´1B #„z .
It is important to observe that the basis B˚ of the auxiliary space W ˚ is never used in the
computation of cpBp,Bqq. As a results, an explicit knowledge of such a basis is not necessary
for implementing the method, which turns then out to be independent of the choice of the
projector P , though the existence of the latter and its properties are needed in order to
perform the theoretical analysis of the method. We can then always assume that P is the V
orthogonal projection onto W , and that }P } “ 1.
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3.2. The choice of the auxiliary space W . We now aim at giving necessary and sufficient
conditions on W for (3.6) to hold. In view of the above observation, we choose P as the V
orthogonal projection onto W . We have the following lemma.
Lemma 3.5. Let Θ Ă V 1 and let c be defined by (3.4), with P chosen as the V orthogonal
Projection onto W . If property (3.6) holds, then, for pα “ pc‹κ‹q1{2
(3.9) inf
θPΘ
sup
wPW
〈θ, w〉
}θ}˚}w} ě pα ą 0.
Conversely, if (3.9) holds, then (3.6) holds with c‹ “ pα2K´1‹ .
Proof. Clearly, Proposition 2.6 implies that for all p, q P H we have
(3.10) cpθ, θq “ rspP ˚pθq, P ˚pθqq ě K´1‹ }P ˚pθq}2˚.
Let us first prove that (3.9) is a sufficient condition for (3.6) to hold. Let θ P Θ. By (3.9)
we have
pα}θ}˚ ď sup
wPW
〈θ, w〉
}w} “ supwPW
〈θ, Pw〉
}w} “ supwPW
〈P ˚pθq, w〉
}w} ď }P
˚pθq}˚,
which, by (3.10), yields pα2}θ}2˚ ď }P ˚pθq}2˚ ď K‹cpθ, θq.
Let now (3.6) hold, and let, once again, θ P Θ. Using Proposition 2.6, we can write
c‹}θ}2˚ ď cpθ, θq “ rspP ˚pθq, P ˚pθqq ď κ´1‹ }P ˚pθq}2˚.
Now we can write
}P ˚pθq}˚ “ sup
vPV
〈P ˚pθq, v〉
}v} “ supvPV
〈θ, P pvq〉
}v} ď supvPV
〈θ, P pvq〉
}P pvq} “ supwPW
〈θ, w〉
}w} .
This yields, for all θ P Θ,
pc‹κ‹q1{2}θ}˚ ď sup
wPW
〈θ, w〉
}w} .
(3.9) easily follows. 
We now observe that the inf-sup condition (3.2) implies that B : H Ñ ImpBq Ă V 1 is
continuously invertible, and that for all q P H we have
(3.11) β~q~ ď }Bq}˚ ď }B}~q~.
In fact, the upper bound is simply the statement of the boundedness of B, while, by the
definition of ImpBq, for all η P ImpBq it exists q P H with Bq “ η. Moreover, given q P H,
we can write
β~q~ ď sup
vPV
bpq, vq
}v} “ supvPV
〈Bq, v〉
}v} ď }Bq}˚.
Then, it is not difficult to prove the following Proposition.
Proposition 3.6. If (3.2) holds, then we have
}B}´1 inf
qPQ
sup
vPW
bpq, vq
~q~}v} ď infηPBQ supwPW
〈η, v〉
}η}˚}v} ď β
´1 inf
qPQ
sup
vhPW
bpq, vq
~q~}v} .
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Proof. Let θ “ Bq P Θ “ BQ. We have that
sup
vPW
〈θ, v〉
}θ}˚}v} “ supvPW
〈Bq, v〉
}Bq}˚}v} “ supvPW
bpq, vq
}Bq}˚}v} .
Thanks to (3.11) we have that
}B}´1 sup
vPW
bpq, vq
~q~}v} ď supvPW
bpq, vq
}Bq}˚}v} ď β
´1 sup
vPW
bpq, vq
~q~}v} ,
which yields the thesis. 
Corollary 3.7. Necessary condition for (3.6) is that
(3.12) inf
qPQ
sup
wPW
bpq, wq
~q~}w} ě
pβ.
with pβ “ βpc‹κ‹q1{2. Conversely, if (3.12) holds, then (3.6) holds with pc‹K‹q1{2 “ }B}´1pβ.
Referring to Remark 3.3, it is easy to see that the constant c‹ in (3.6) is independent of
any hidden meshsize parameter h if and only if the constant pβ in (3.12) is. The bad news
stemming from Corollary 3.7 is that, in order for assumption (3.6) to be satisfied uniformly
in h, the space W has to be chosen in such a way that a compatibility condition of the form
(3.12) holds. This is the kind of condition that, if satisfied by U , would guarantee stability
and optimality of the plain Galerkin discretization of Problem (1.1). The good news is that
the space W is not required to satisfy any approximation property. In a way the present
approach allows to uncouple the requirements relative to stability from those relative to
approximation. We can then think of a class of schemes obtained by choosing three finite
dimensional subspaces: U Ă V, Q Ă H and W Ă V. We ask of U and Q that they satisfy
some approximation property. Usually this means that, if u5 and p5 respectively belong to
some subspace Vs Ă V and Hs Ă H, endowed with stronger norms } ¨ }s and ~ ¨ ~s, we have
the following approximation estimate
inf
vPU
}u5 ´ v} ď hs}u}s, inf
qPQ
~p5 ´ q~ ď hs~p~s.
At the same time, we ask of W and Q that they satisfy an inf-sup condition of the form
(3.12).
3.3. Decoupling approximation and compatibility: a different interpretation. It
is interesting to look at the stabilized scheme as resulting, by static condensation, from the
discretization of a problem where the auxiliary space is used to approximate an independent
unknown. Let us, for simplicity, assume that the matrix S is obtained by Galerkin projection
from a bilinear form s, defined over the whole V ˆV and verifying (2.4) for all v, w P V. We
can consider the following continuous problem:
(3.13) find u5 P V, w5 P V and p5 P H such that for all v P V, z P V and q P H
apu5, vq ` 1
γ
spw5, zq ` apu5, zq ´ bpp5, v ` zq ` bpq, u5 ` w5q “ 〈F, v ` z〉 ` 〈G, v〉.
It is not difficult to realize that such a problem is well posed, and that it is equivalent to our
original continuous problem. More precisely, the following proposition holds.
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Proposition 3.8. There exists rγ0 such that for all γ ă rγ0, Problem (3.13) admits the unique
solution pu5, w5, p5q, with w5 “ 0 and u5, p5 satisfying (1.1).
Proof. We have, for ε ą 0 arbitrary
apu, uq ` apw, uq ` 1
γ
spw,wq ě
ˆ
α´ ε}A}
2
˙
}u}2 `
ˆ
κ‹
γ
´ }A}
2ε
˙
}w}2.
Choosing ε “ α{}A}, for γ ă rγ0 “ 2κ‹α{}A}2 we have that
apu, uq ` apw, uq ` 1
γ
spw,wq ě qαγp}u}2 ` }w}2q, with qαγ “ min"α
2
,
κ‹
γ
´ }A}
2
2α
*
ą 0.
Since b satisfies (3.2), existence and uniqueness of the solution immediately follow. As it is
immediate to check that pu5, w5, p5q, with w5 “ 0 and u5, p5 satisfying (1.1) is a solution, the
thesis is proven. 
Let now U Ă V, W Ă V and Q Ă H be finite dimensional subspaces. We can consider the
discrete problem
(3.14) find u5h P U , w5h PW and p5h P Q such that for all v P U , z PW and q P Q
apu5h, vq `
1
γ
spw5h, zq ` apu5h, zq ´ bpp5h, v ` zq ` bpq, u5h ` w5hq “ 〈F, v ` z〉 ` 〈G, v〉
Assume that W and Q are compatible, in the sense that they satisfy an inf-sup condition of
the form (3.12). Then, since
inf
qPQ
sup
pv,zqPUˆW
bpq, v ` zq
~q~p}v} ` }z}q ě infqPQ supzPW
bpq, zq
~q~}z} ,
problem (3.14) is well posed. Its algebraic form has the following structure¨˝
A 0 ´BpAT 1
γ
S ´pB
BT BT 0
‚˛¨˝ #„x#„z
#„y
‚˛“
¨˚
˝
#„
f
#„pf
#„y
‹˛‚
By solving the second equation with respect to #„z and plugging the result in the first and last
equation, we obtain the stabilized formulation presented in the previous section. Remark
that, as the W component of the continuous solution is 0, which belongs to W for any
choice of W , we confirm that the approximation properties of such an auxiliary space are
immaterial for the performance of the method.
This interpretation of the stabilized method, suggests that the inf-sup condition (3.12)
can be relaxed. Indeed for the discrete problem (3.14) to be well posed, it is sufficient that
inf
qPQ
sup
wPU`W
bpq, wq
~q~}w} ě
pβ.
12 SILVIA BERTOLUZZA
4. Conclusions
In an abstract framework, we presented and analysed a systematic approach to realize
computable scalar products for dual spaces. Based on this approach we designed a resid-
ual based stabilization technique for saddle point problems which, in principle, allows to
circumvent the discrete inf-sup condition required for stability and optimal convergence of
the discretization of such a class of problem. The method relies on the introduction of a
third, auxiliary, subspace. The theoretical analysis of the resulting method shows that, while
the approximation spaces for primal variable and Lagrange multiplier can indeed be chosen
independently, the latter and the auxiliary space must satisfy the same kind of inf-sup con-
dition that one is trying to circumvent in the first place. However, the requirement on the
auxiliary space are weaker than the ones on the approximation space for the primal variable,
as the former does not need to satisfy any approximation assumption. In a way, the present
approach allows to decouple the requirement for stability, from the ones for approximation.
We believe that this approach, which we already tested in the framework of Discontinuous
Galerkin methods [7], might give a novel insight on the design of stabilization terms in those
cases where the usual SUPG–like stabilization terms lead to suboptimal results due, for
instance, to the lack of suitable inverse inequalities.
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